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Ultraviolet Generation in a Dual-Periodic Domain
Inverted Structure in LiTaO3 Crystal by
Frequency Tripling a 1.064 pM Laser
ZHAOWEI LIU, YIQIANG QIN, YONGYUAN ZHU,
HUITIAN WANG, CHAO ZHANG, SHINING ZHU
and NAIBEN MING
Laboraloi-y of Solid State Microstructures, Nanjing Universiv,
Nanjing 210093, China
(ReceivedJune 2,2000)
We demonstrate a coupled optical parametric process that is able to realize in a dual-period
domain inverted structure in complex quasi-phase-matched scheme. As an example, we
designed and fabricated a dual-periodic domain inverted structure in LiTaO, for the first
time. This structure couples second-harmonic generation and sum-frequency generation
through two cascade quasi-phase-matchedprocesses, therefore, a direct third-harmonic generation can be realized. The test verified that ultraviolet was generated in the optical superlattice through frequency tripling a 1.064 pm laser.

Keywords: dual-periodic domain inverted structure; QPM; LiTaO,

INTRODUCTION
With the development of domain-inversion techniques in lithium niobate
(LiNb03), lithium tantalate (LiTaO3) and other ferroelectic crystal,'9233
the
optical-frequency-conversion has been very successful in recent year^.^.^.^
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The periodic domain inverted superlattice has been widely used to single
optical parametric process such as second-harmonic generation (SHG),
difference-frequency generation (DFG) and sum-frequency generation
(SFG) in quasi-phase-matching (QPM) scheme. QPM process can be well
understood in wave vector pace. The reciprocal provided by the structure
may be used to compensate the phase mismatching of optical parametric
process, thus make the process quasi-phase-matched. The creation of the
third harmonic directly from the low third-order optical nonlinearity is of
little practical value. Conventionally, an efficient THG can be realized
using two periodic superlattices in series, the first for SHG, and the
second for SFG. The QPM conditions of two different processes are
fulfilled in two superlattices, respectively. In 1997, Zhu et al. reported a
direct THG in the quasi-periodic Fibonacci superlattice in LiTaO3 crystal.
Some more complex sequences, such as Thue-Morse sequences,
intergrowth sequences, * and aperiodic sequences etc. can also be
chosen to construct superlattices to obtain the required QPM conditions
in a single parametric optical parametric process or in a coupled
parametric process.
LiTaO, crystal is transparent to 280 nm and is therefore more suitable
for nonlinear optical interactions in mid UV than LiNbO3 crystal which is
transparent to 330 nm. A Nd:YAG laser is now commercially available
and its output of 1064 nm is the most popular laser source. Theoretical
analysis verifies a direct tripling 1.064 nm cannot be realized with high
efficiency in a standard Fibonacci superlattice as Zhu has done in
Reference [5]. In order to solve this problem, we design a novel dualperiodic domain reversal structure. The structure can satisfy the QPM
conditions of SHG and SFG simultaneously at any wavelength, therefore,
it can realize the QPM third harmonic generation at any given
wavelength. It has wider feasibility for material design than a standard
Fibonacci sequences.
In this paper we report THG down to 355 nm through tripling a 1064
nm laser using the dual-periodic superlattice in LiTaO3 crystals. The
superlattice sample was fabricated using the electric field poling
technique. Experimental, the second harmonic of 532 nm and the third
harmonic of 355 nm were proved with an yttrium-aluminum-gamer
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(Nd:YAG) laser as fundamental optical source.

FUNDAMENTAL THEORY
The QPM condition of THG in a superlattice for a collinear interaction is
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Akl= k2-2k\-Gm,n = 0
for SHG and

(1)

Ak2= k3-kz-kl-Gm,,n,= 0
(2)
for SFG, respectively, where kl , kz , and k3 are the wave vectors of the
fundamental, second-, and third-harmonic fields, and Gm," and G,.,".are
two predesigned reciprocal vectors of the superlattice.
One question is naturally raised how can we pinpoint the structure
that is able to provide the two precise reciprocal vectors simultaneously if
the fundamental wavelength was given in advance. Here we give a
solution through using a dual-periodic superlattice.
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FIGURE 1 Dual-period QPM structure formed by superimposition of a
phase-reversal grating upon a periodic grating.
The dual-periodic structure can be described with a periodic phasereversal sequence superimposed upon another small periodic structure, 10
as shown in Fig. 1. The Fourier transform of the new modulated structure
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can be viewed as the convolution of a series of 6 function (a FT of the
period structure) and a comb function (a FT of the modulating sequence
wave). Then the reciprocal vectors of this dual-periodic structure can be
expressed as:
G,," = mG, + nG,
(3)
where G I = 2 n / 1 and Gz = 2 n / L are the first order reciprocal vectors of
the periodic structure and the modulating sequence, and their periods are I
and L, respectively (see Fig. 1.). m and n are integers, which label the
order of reciprocal vectors.
Using two reciprocal vectors of this structure to compensate the
mismatching of SHG and SFG in a THG process, respectively, we can get
two equations as:
G,," = mG,

+ nG,

'

41c

= Ak, = T ( n 2 - n,)

here, h is the fundamental wavelength, nl, n2, n3 are the refractive indexes
of at fundamental, second-harmonic and third-harmonic of LiTaO3
crystal, respectively. If the fundamental wavelength is given at a specific
wavelength, the two main parameters of the dual-periodic structure (1 and
L ) can be determinate from the equations given above. The detail
discussion on the design of the dual-periodic structure in terms of a
complex QPM theory will be presented in another paper.
For Nd:YAG laser, the output wavelength L=l.O64 pm, we select
indexes m=1, n= -1, m'=3, n = l , respectively. According to Eq.(4) and the
Sellmeier equation of LiTaOj crystal, I ' the reciprocal vectors of two
periodic structure are GI= 9 . 2 8 10S/m,
~
G2=-l.23x lo5 /m, respectively,
thus we have I =6.77 pm and L=5 1.08 pm, respectively. In this design,
the reciprocal vector [see Fig. 2.1 G I , ,was used for QPM SHG from the
fundamental wave of 1064 nm, whereas Gs-1 was used for QPM SFG
through adding1064 nm to the second harmonic of 532 nm. In this case,
the two processes no longer proceed alone but couple each other. This
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The reciprocal vector (3

FIGURE 2 The fourier spectrum of the dual-periodic structurewith
the structural parameters: 14.77 p,L=51.08 p.The main
peaks are indexed.
coupling is able to led to a continuous e n q y transfer Grom fundamental
to second- to third-harmonic fields, and thus a direct THG was generated
from the dual-periodic superlattice.

EXPERIMENT
We fabricated the superlattice with the dual-periodic domain reversal
s t r u c in
~ a zcut wafer of LiTa03 crystal through electric field poling at
mom temperature.’ TIX two periods, the basic period I and phase-reversal
period L is 6.77 pm and 51.08 p,respectively. The sample’s thickness
was about 0.5 mm with a total length of 8 mm approximately. The dualperiodic domain pattern can be directly confinned by observing the
etched y surface of the sample. The nonlinear optical features of the
sample were characterized by measuring second harmonic generation and
third harmonic generation versus phase-match temperature. The
fundamental source is a Nd:YAG laser with the output wavelength of
1.064 p,the line width of nm and the pulse duration of 43 pico-

-
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second(ps), respectively. Both fundamental and harmonics were polarized
along the z axis of the LiTaO3 wafer. The sample was heated in an oven
(Model OTC-PPLN-20, Super Optronics Lt.) for tuning it to

3 6001
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FIGURE 3 The average powers of second- and third-harmonic fields
versus the tuned temperature
corresponding phase-matching temperature. The oven was monitored by a
temperature controller with an accuracy of 0.1OC. The fundamental wave
was weakly focused into a beam whose radius of waist was 0.1 mm
around, coupled into the polished end face of the sample and transmitted
along the x axis of sample. The output power of second harmonic and
third harmonic of the sample were measured in the temperature range
from 42°C to 57OC [see Fig. 3.1 respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 3 shows the output of SHG and THG as a function of temperature.
The phase-matching temperatures locate respectively at 48.9OC for SHG
and at 45,4OC for THG, respectively, shifting off the designed value of
40'C. We obtained SHG green and THG ultraviolet output with the
maximum conversion efficiencies up to 33% and 0.54% under the
fundamental power of mW at these two temperatures, respectively. The

-
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efficiency of THG is far below the theoretical estimation by solving the
coupled equations with fundamental depletion. The fact that the peaks of
SHG and THG do not overlap each other shows that the QPM conditions,
frequency doubling and frequency adding, are not satisfied at the same
time in the measured sample, which lead to the decrease of THG
efficiency. Figure 3 shows that the peak of third harmonic locates the
shoulder of peak of SHG, where the practical conversion efficiency of
SHG is only 1.6%. As there is not enough second harmonic participating
in the s u m frequency, the corresponding THG can not reach a
considerable level. The discrepancy of phase-matching temperature
between the calculated and measured values might originate the deviation
of Sellmeier equation or the fabrication error of electrode pattern. In Fig
3, the bandwidths of the phase-matching curves are respectively 3.6OC for
SHG and 1.6 O C for THG that are close to the values of theoretical
prediction. Like in a periodic superlattice, the bandwidth of phase
matching in a dual-periodic superlattice decreases with the increase of the
effective length of superlattice. Longer sample, narrower temperature
bandwidth and higher frequency conversion efficiency.
According to Eq.(4), the position of efficiency peak critically
depends on the refractive indexes and their temperature coefficients at
three wavelengths. The temperature asynchronous explains the
dissatisfactory precision of the refractive index equation mainly because
of the poignant variance of refractive index in ultraviolet and possible
photorefractive effect of the measured crystal. If we can rectify the
constant of the refractive index equation exactly, the matched temperature
of SHG and THG may be modulated to the same point, then the output of
THG should be considerable.

CONCLUSION
We have designed and fabricated a novel optical superlattice with a dualperiodic domain reversal structure. The structure can realize a third
harmonic generation, through the quadric nonlinearity of crystal, at any
given wavelength in complex QPM scheme. It has a higher efficiency for
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frequency tripling than the traditional scheme using two periodic
superlattices in series. Along with its wider feasibility for material design,
the dual-periodic superlattice shows a potential application on the highorder harmonic generations of laser.
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